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3.   That the successive ice ages would have occurred alternately in the northern and southern hemispheres instead of, as is generally believed to have been the case, in both hemispheres simultaneously.
4.   That during the past 3,000,000 years there would have  been fully 100 extensive glacial advances and retreats in each hemisphere (eccentricity having been rather large through much the greater portion of  this  time),   a  deduction unsupported  by  confirmatory  geological evidence.
5.  That the last extensive ice sheet in either hemisphere must have retracted, roughly, to its present limits some 80,000 years ago (eccentricity having become small about that time and remained small ever since), instead of less than 9000 as Gerald de Geer1 has conclusively demonstrated.
As W. B. Wright2 puts it:
An almost fatal objection to Croll's famous theory is the date it assigns to the end of the last ice age, which it places at some 80,000 years back. If, as De Geer seems to have clearly established, the ice margin retreated north past Stockholm only about 9000 years ago, this practically excludes any possibility of a connection between glaciation and changes in the eccentricity of the earth's orbit.
That changes in the maximum and minimum distances of the earth from the sun have affected our climates, and that they will continue to affect them, seems too obvious to admit of doubt, but that such changes ever were, or ever will be, of sufficient magnitude to be the sole, or even the chief, cause of an ice age, appears to be flatly contradicted, both by rigid deductions from the laws of physics and meteorology, and by close observations of geological records.
7. (c) The Carbon Dioxide Theory.—This theory, advocated by Tyndall,3 Arrhenius,4 Chamberlin,5 and others, is based on the selective absorption of carbon dioxide for radiation of different wave lengths, and on its assumed variation in amount.
It is true that carbon dioxide is more absorptive of terrestrial than of solar radiations, and that it, therefore, produces a greenhouse or blanketing effect, and it is also, probably, true that its amount in the atmosphere has varied through appreciable ranges, as a result of volcanic and other additions on the one hand, and of oceanic absorption and chemical combination on the other. But it is not possible to say exactly how great an effect a given change in the amount of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere would have on the temperature of the earth. However,
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